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Executive Summary


The five Big Tech companies (Apple, Alphabet, Amazon, Facebook & Microsoft) account for more
than 25% of the value of the S&P500 and 20% of its Q3 2020 profits. They have grown
tremendously during the COVID pandemic, with Amazon alone adding almost half a million jobs
in a "hiring spree without equal" 1. With this unprecedented concentration of economic and
financial power comes the ability to influence government policy.



This report shows that despite robust top-line climate commitments from Big Tech, they are not
strategically deploying their significant influence over government policy in support of much
needed climate policy. Furthermore, all remain members of powerful cross-sector groups –
including the US Chamber of Commerce, the National Association of Manufacturers,
BusinessEurope and the Japan Business Federation - all of which continue to lobby against
binding measures necessary to meet the goals of the Paris Agreement.



In addition to using InfluenceMap's recognized, global platform for measuring corporate climate
policy engagement, a US-focused Climate Relevance metric was designed for this report. It
analyzes which legislative bills the tech companies engaged with during 2019-2020 at the US
federal and the California state levels. The results show that at the US federal level, only 4% of Big
Tech’s disclosed lobbying activity was devoted to climate-related policies. This compares with an
average of 38% for Big Oil companies. All five tech companies were contacted by InfluenceMap
and shown the results of the analysis of their lobbying prior to publication.



At the California level, the research shows that Apple, Alphabet, and Facebook (all headquartered
in that state) displayed a similarly low level of climate-related lobbying even though the state has
an extensive and ongoing climate policy agenda. This contrasts with Chevron - also based in
California – which engaged on climate related policy in 51% of its disclosed lobbying activities.



Given the absence of US federal leadership on climate change during the Trump Administration,
state-level action has become vital. Big Tech’s headquarter buildings, data centers, and regional
offices are spread across 22 states. This research finds that the companies engaged with climate
policy in fewer than half of those 22 states. That engagement largely focused on electric power,
such as regulations to facilitate corporate power purchase agreements. Big Tech did not engage

1

Amazon Goes on a Hiring Spree Without Equal, Nov 27, 2020, The New York Times
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on the vast array of key state-level climate bills considered since 2017 in the 22 states.
InfluenceMap detected lobbying by Microsoft on a small number of these bills, including in the
state of Washington, while Amazon did not appear to lobby on any of the climate-related state
policies considered in this analysis.



In Europe, where the European Commission has set out a highly ambitious climate agenda,
evidence of lobbying by Big Tech appears similarly scant. While lobbying disclosure data is not as
widely available as in the US, InfluenceMap's global climate lobbying tracking system has not
detected any significant instances of strategic climate policy engagement in the EU apart from
high-level statements and specific lobbying related to renewable energy-related policy. This
contrasts with climate policy leaders like Iberdrola, IKEA, Unilever, and ENEL, all of which are
robustly urging a Paris-aligned policy pathway for the EU across a range of issues including
transport electrification and emissions trading.



While the five Big Tech companies are all highly positive on their own climate programs - in terms
of minimizing the emissions of their operations, supply chains, and products - their climate policy
engagement appears ad hoc. It has focused on technical rules to enable corporate renewable
energy procurement that are directly associated with their operations/commitments. Their
lobbying contrasts with the strategic engagement of climate policy leaders like Unilever, which
advocates on a range of policies globally with a clear goal of shifting governments to act more
ambitiously towards the Paris goal of 1.5oC. It also contrasts with the oil majors like ExxonMobil
which likewise engage strategically, but negatively, to delay or block Paris-aligned climate policy
measures around the world.



This research shows that the Big Tech companies do not appear to be matching their huge
economic footprint with corresponding strategic support for strong government action to
implement the Paris Agreement. This represents a lost opportunity for corporate leadership on
climate policy. It is compounded by their continued silence on the negative climate lobbying
undertaken by the powerful cross-sector industry groups that represent them, like the US
Chamber of Commerce and BusinessEurope.



It is therefore possible, based on publicly available information, that Big Tech’s positive but limited
engagement is being negated by the negative impact of these trade groups. That is, Big Tech
could potentially be having a ‘net zero’ influence over climate policy. Governments globally
require a clear signal from the business sector that climate regulations are needed and will be
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welcomed. At present that signal from Big Tech is not clear. The companies support long-term,
top-line climate goals and some isolated energy regulations, but the powerful lobby groups they
belong to largely oppose any immediate binding measures on climate. Reform of this disconnect
is needed urgently to encourage policymakers to act.
The relative positions of the positively lobbying corporations (climate policy leaders - upper right), the
negatively lobbying corporations and cross sector industry groups, (climate policy laggards - upper left) and
Big Tech are summarized in the chart below.
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Glossary
■

Big Tech – The largest technology focused companies in the US, currently Apple, Amazon,
Alphabet (which operates Google), Facebook, and Microsoft.

■

Big Oil – In this report, this refers to five oil/gas majors: ExxonMobil, Chevron, BP, Royal Dutch
Shell (hence Shell), and ConocoPhillips.

■

Corporate Climate Policy Engagement – In 2013 the UN issued the Guide for Responsible
Corporate Engagement in Climate Policy which describes a range of corporate activities which can be
defined as engagement. These range from advertising, social media, public relations, sponsoring
research, direct contact with regulators and elected officials, funding of campaigns and political
parties and participation in policy advisory committees. The phrase "policy engagement" is used
interchangeably with "lobbying" in this report.

■

Data Sources – InfluenceMap's methodology looks for evidence of corporate engagement with
climate policy from data sources: D1 - Organizational websites; D2 - Social media; D3 - CDP
disclosures; D4 - Regulatory consultations; D5- Media; D6 - CEO messaging; and D7 - Financial
disclosures.

■

Investor Expectations on Corporate Climate Policy Engagement – Various investor
representatives (UN PRI, IIGCC) have set out expectations regarding how companies should
manage their climate policy engagement processes, focused on broader governance and
disclosure processes. InfluenceMap relies on the structure of these to assess corporate policy
engagement processes and disclosures.

■

Influencer – Refers to entities funded by the corporate sector whose whole or partial function is to
influence government policy & regulations. These consist of industry associations, federations,
Chambers of Commerce, corporate advocacy groups and think tanks.

■

Organization Score – Within InfluenceMap's scoring system this is a measure of an organization's
engagement against Climate Policy benchmarks such as the IPCC. Above 75 indicates support,
below 50 indicates increasing opposition. Applies to all organizations, both corporations and
influencers.

■

Relationship Score (0-100) – Within InfluenceMap's scoring system this is a measure of the
aggregate of a corporation's climate policy engagement via industry associations it has links to.
Applies only to corporations. This incorporates a relationship link metric which tempers the
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impact on the overall score depending on the nature of the relationship between the corporation
and that specific industry association.

■

Performance Band (A+ through F) – Within InfluenceMap's scoring system this is a measure of a
corporation’s climate policy engagement accounting for its own and its industry associations'
activity on a scale of A through F scale (A = support, F = opposition). Applies only to corporations.

■

Engagement Intensity (EI) – Within InfluenceMap's scoring system this is a measure of the level of
policy engagement (positive or negative). Above 12 indicates active engagement, above 25
indicates highly active or strategic engagement. Below 12 indicates relatively limited engagement.

■

Climate Relevance (CR) Score – InfluenceMap devised the CR metric to determine how much a
company or industry association is lobbying on climate policy in comparison to other policy areas.
Companies and industry associations are required to submit reports on a quarterly basis that
overview their lobbying activities. See Appendix C for more details on how InfluenceMap
determines whether a bill relates to climate change.
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Introduction
The Climate Influence of Big Tech
As of December 2, 2020, the five largest US technology companies (Alphabet, Apple, Amazon,
Microsoft, and Facebook – or “Big Tech”) held a combined market capitalization of $7.4Tn
representing almost 25% of the total value of the S&P 500. While most other sectors and companies
struggled with catastrophic losses during the COVID-19 crisis, Big Tech reported a combined $52Bn in
Q3 2020 profits, which accounted for 20% of profits for all S&P 500 companies in the quarter. Their
profits and valuations indicate strong growth, including global scale-up, and reflect significant
economic clout around the world. Amid COVID-related unemployment concerns, these companies
have been generators of jobs. The New York Times reports a "hiring spree without equal" during which
Amazon added close to half a million people to its workforce since the start of 2020.
In addition to growing economic clout, 2019 and 2020 saw a range of escalating climate
commitments among the Big Tech companies.

Company

Key Features of Climate Program

Alphabet

Reported eliminating its entire carbon legacy through carbon offsets as of September 2020;
committed to operating on 24/7 carbon-free energy in all data centers and campuses
worldwide by 2030 (announced 2020) - see here for climate program.

Apple

Reported reaching 100% renewable energy use in its data centers in 2018; committed to being
carbon neutral across its supply chain (announced 2020) - see here for climate program.

Microsoft

Goal of being carbon negative by 2030, removing from the environment more carbon than it
has ever emitted by 2050, and reaching 100% renewable energy use by the end of 2025
(announced 2020) - see here for climate program.

Facebook

Goal of buying 100% renewable energy by 2020 (announced 2018); committed to reaching
net zero GHG emissions for its value chain by 2030 (announced 2020) - see here for climate
program.

Amazon

Goal of becoming carbon neutral by 2040, including 100% renewable use by 2025
(announced 2019) and converting its delivery fleet to 100% electric vehicles by 2030
(announced 2020) - see here for climate program.

A notable absence across the climate strategies of all five companies is a clear commitment to
advocate strategically for climate policy. Instead, their statements on climate lobbying are available
on an ad-hoc basis across various communications. For example, Apple has committed to actively
support policies that create cost-effective renewable energy markets. Alphabet has pledged to
advance green electric grids around the world. Microsoft lists the need to advance public policies that
will expand research and investment in new technologies to reduce emissions and remove carbon
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from the environment. Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos has described a “case-by-case” approach to
supporting political action on climate, and Facebook’s climate commitment makes no mention of
lobbying.
Policymakers around the world will generally prioritize the advocacy positions of corporations and
industry associations that represent jobs and economic growth. Thus, the growing economic clout of
Big Tech comes with increasing political influence. This research finds that Big Tech does not appear
to be deploying its increasing political capital towards the climate policy agenda in a strategic manner.
The apparent lack of strategic climate policy engagement by Big Tech, along with continued public
silence at negative lobbying by the powerful associations they are members of, represents a lost
opportunity to help clear a pathway for policymakers to act decisively on the climate emergency.

Lobbying a Focus of Corporate Climate Performance
Background
The IPCC’s October 2018 Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C laid out the urgency to act on
climate and the key role of government policy in driving this process. However, current Nationally
Determined Contributions (NDCs) to the Paris Agreement remain insufficient to meet even the 20C
target and governments worldwide are lagging on introducing meaningful policy designed to drive this
transition, according to a 2020 UNEP report. A key reason for this gap is both historical and ongoing
opposition, on a global scale, by corporate vested interests. Details of this narrative are contained
within InfluenceMap's corporate policy engagement online report.
To understand this picture at a company level, InfluenceMap maintains the world's leading platform
tracking and scoring companies and industry associations on their climate policy engagement, a
platform that has been operational since 2015. InfluenceMap's analysis and metrics inform the global
institutional investor community who wish to have a full understanding of how corporations are
impacting climate change. InfluenceMap is part of the Technical Advisory Group of the Climate Action
100+ (CA100+) investor engagement process with 540 investors with over $52 trillion in assets
collectively under management. InfluenceMap's analysis has featured in over 1,500 media articles,
particularly in the financial and business press.
InfluenceMap introduced the concept of a corporation’s Carbon Policy Footprint (or Scope 4

Emissions), a metric to be considered alongside its physical scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions (direct, supply
chain, and product emissions, respectively). InfluenceMap’s methodology for scoring and ranking
companies and industry associations based on their Carbon Policy Footprint is available here.
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The analysis of corporate climate policy influence produces three metrics:

■

The Organization Score (0 to 100) indicates how supportive or opposed a company is towards
climate policy aligned with the Paris Agreement.

■

The Engagement Intensity (0 to 100) indicates the intensity of this engagement activity, whether
supportive or oppositional to climate policy.

■

The Relationship Score (0 to 100) measures how supportive or opposed the aggregate of a
company’s industry associations are toward climate policy aligned with the Paris Agreement.

The Organization Score and Relationship Score combine to form the Performance Band (A to F),
which represents the full measure of a company’s direct and indirect engagement with climate policy.

The Global Climate Lobbying Landscape
The metrics explained above can be plotted on a quadrant chart to compare different companies’
influence over climate policy. The quadrant chart below shows a range of the world's largest
corporations and their climate policy engagement behavior. The data behind this chart is based on
corporate climate policy engagements in major global economies including the US, Canada, Europe,
Japan, Australia, and Asia.
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The following expanded view chart focuses on Big Tech as well as a selection of corporations
demonstrating high levels of strategic engagement with climate policy - both climate policy leaders
like Unilever, SSE, and Iberdrola along with companies like ExxonMobil, BASF, and Chevron which
appear to be strategically opposed to Paris-aligned climate policy globally, according to
InfluenceMap's research.

A key reason for the continued lack of meaningful climate policy globally is the strategic opposition
from the companies on the upper left-hand side of these charts, which continue to "outgun" the
strategic support of the smaller number on the right-hand side. The movement of the Big Tech firms,
with their considerable and growing economic and political clout, could go a long way to redressing
this imbalance and clearing the way for decisive action on the climate emergency.
The dynamic indicated in the charts above for individual company lobbying is even more biased
towards negative lobbying when industry associations are analyzed. InfluenceMap's system tracks
around 150 of the most influential industry groups globally active on climate policy. The report
Industry Groups and their Carbon Footprints from late 2019 highlighted predominance of negative
lobbying from industry associations active on climate issues, including cross sector groups like the
National Association of Manufacturers, the US Chamber of Commerce and BusinessEurope which
count many of the Big Tech companies as members. It is possible that Big Tech’s membership with
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these influential and climate-negative cross-sector industry associations overshadows their individual,
limited positive climate policy engagement. This would result in Big Tech potentially having a "net
zero" impact on climate policy because of their support of powerful, negative, and strategically active
lobbying groups.

Widespread acceptance of the urgent need for climate policy progress combined with growing
understanding of the lobbying issue has triggered pressure on the corporate sector to reform its
climate policy engagement. Mainstream and business media are now actively watching. Tracking by
InfluenceMap has found over 5,000 articles either partially or wholly focused on the topic since the
start of 2019 alone. This pressure is primarily directed at companies in the fossil fuel value chain,
many of which are targets of the Climate Action 100+ investor engagement process which has
prioritized corporate lobbying. Several large NGOs with corporate networks have also adopted climate
policy advocacy programs. CERES launched its Blueprint for Responsible Policy Engagement on Climate
Change in 2020, and Bill Weihl, formerly with Google and Facebook, launched ClimateVoice in 2020
to “mobilize the voice of the workforce to urge companies to go ‘all in’ on climate, both in business
practices and policy advocacy.”
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Corporate Climate Policy Leadership
Given the importance of the corporate sector in influencing climate policy, key stakeholders such as
investors, civil society groups, the media and even the corporate sector itself, are working to define
best practice in corporate climate policy advocacy. These efforts are particularly crucial for the
investment community in their engagement and portfolio processes related to corporate climate
performance. Several investor-representative groups, such as the UN PRI, the IIGCC, and CERES have
formalized their expectations of how companies should manage climate policy engagement
processes. The UN Guide for Responsible Corporate Engagement in Climate Policy (2013) provides a
framework for good corporate governance on the subject. In addition, 11 NGOS including
Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), Ceres, Union of Concerned Scientists, and others jointly
launched the AAA Framework for Climate Policy Leadership in 2019. According to the framework,
companies should:

■

Advocate: Advocate for Paris-aligned climate policy.

■

Align: Align the lobbying of their industry associations with the goal of net-zero emissions by
2050.

■

Allocate: Allocate political giving and funding of third-party organizations with Paris-aligned
advocacy.

Guided by benchmarks such as these, InfluenceMap has attempted to define best practice in terms of
specific companies and their climate policy engagement activities. The A-List of Climate Policy
Engagement was released in 2018 towards this aim, choosing 20 global companies from a variety of
sectors which exhibit elements of best practice. The report was generated from InfluenceMap’s
database scoring over 300 global companies and 200 industry associations, logging (as of August
2020) over 200,000 pieces of evidence related to their climate policy engagement activities.
InfluenceMap’s A-List was cited by EDF in its Blind Spot report from 2019 as the only corporate rating
system to account for policy advocacy on climate. The report notes “the most powerful tool
companies have to fight climate change is their political influence.”
While no company currently attains maximum scores in InfluenceMap’s scoring system, the following
examples from the large-cap company universe demonstrate best practice.
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Aspect of Climate
Policy Engagement
Policy Engagement in
Line with the Paris
Agreement
(AAA: Advoca te)

Best Practice

This is captured by InfluenceMap’s Organization Score. Examples of sectors and
companies scoring highly include technology and renewable energy-focused utilities
(SSE, Iberdrola). Their respective policy positions support ambitious climate policy
proposed by mandated bodies such as the European Commission’s DG Clima and align
with policy aspects of the IPCC’s guidance.
This is captured by InfluenceMap’s Engagement Intensity (EI). Many nominally positive

Strategic Engagement

companies fail to engage strategically and/or outside of their corporate priority areas.

with Across a Range

For example, utilities tend to lobby for renewable energy and carbon pricing policies

of Climate Policy

while tech firms may focus on renewable energy only. Unilever stands out among

Areas

large-cap firms as prioritizing the climate policy agenda. Its EI of 39% indicates

(AAA: Advoca te)

strategic and Paris-aligned engagement across a range of climate policies, many of
which may not impact the company directly (such as vehicle emissions standards).

Indirect lobbying through Industry Associations and other influencers is measured by
InfluenceMap’s Relationship Score. In general, most companies maintain a lower
Relationship score than their own Organization Score. This reflects the tendency of
Governance of
Industry Associations
(AAA: Align)

industry groups to adopt the positions of members most negatively affected by policy
streams. Best practice consists of clear disclosure of industry group links, clear
communication where disagreement exists on climate, and a timeline/plan to address
misalignments, including an exit strategy if applicable. Unilever’s climate lobbying
agenda was articulated by CEO Paul Polman and carried forwarded by CEO Alan Jope
in 2019 when, in one of his first public moves, Jope sent an open letter to Unilever’s
industry groups demanding they align positions with those of the company.

Auditing of Policy
Engagement and
Disclosure of the
Results
(AAA: Align)

Investor-driven processes have resulted in the release of climate policy engagement
disclosures from many fossil fuel value chain companies (BHP, Shell, BP etc.). There
are few examples of such releases from non-fossil fuel related companies, with the
notable exception of Unilever.

Analyzing general trends in Big Tech’s climate advocacy - the extent to which they are prioritizing
climate compared with other lobbying priorities, and their engagement with major policies in US
states - all relate to the first category (advocate). A close analysis of Big Tech’s industry association
relationships shows the critical importance of alignment.
The need to allocate spending to third party groups such as think tanks and policymakers is recognized
as a crucial area of climate policy advocacy; however, InfluenceMap's research currently does not track
this area of influence due to almost universally poor disclosure by both the corporate sector and
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industry associations/lobbying groups on election spending and fund allocation for specific purposes
and positions. 2 For the purposes of this report, InfluenceMap focuses on the first two "A"s of the AAA
framework.

About the Methodology and Data Sources
To define policy engagement (or lobbying) InfluenceMap relies on the 2013 Guide for Responsible
Corporate Engagement in Climate Policy issued by the secretariat of the UN FCCC. This document
defines a list of activities that constitute corporate climate engagement, covering inside, outside,
direct, and indirect tactics. These range from advertising, social media, public relations, sponsoring
research, direct contact with regulators and elected officials, funding of campaigns and political parties,
and participation in policy advisory committees. InfluenceMap gathers the output of these activities
that refer to climate policy and regulations as and when they are made publicly available.
Corporate disclosures on lobbying and rules requiring such disclosures are highly inconsistent and
generally do not cover the full range of activities the UN considers to constitute lobbying. For
example, the US Lobbying Disclosure Act (1995), among the most rigorous globally, is focused on
direct interactions between lobbyists and lawmakers/regulators. The desired outcomes of the
lobbying in general are not required to be disclosed nor are the array of "outside lobbying" activities
extensively conducted and noted as important by the UN Guide - advertising, PR, research funding,
etc.
InfluenceMap's methodology makes use of a range of data sources in addition to any direct lobbyingrelated disclosures to capture the policy outcomes being sought as well as a wider range of activities
than lobbying disclosure rules focus on. It is recognized that the system is unable to capture all
information on corporate lobbying due to disclosure/data limitations. There is sufficient data,
however, to generate behavioral metrics on climate policy positions and the intensity of the lobbying
efforts. It is accepted that there are also a range of "unknown" lobbying activities underway and
assumed that these are motivated by the same policy outcomes associated with the known activities,
as in the "tip of the iceberg" graphic below.

2

InfluenceMap's 2019 report Big Oil's Real Agenda on Climate Change did attempt to put a $ figure on lobbying spending by the five largest

listed oil majors on climate. The work both demonstrated the extent of corporate activities involved in the lobbying process and the
accompanying poor disclosure by corporations on their lobbying spending. This analysis is not included at present in InfluenceMap's general
metrics covering more than 500 corporations/industry groups due to resource limitations.
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Big Tech and Climate Policy Advocacy
Big Tech’s Global Climate Lobbying in Context
The graph below plots two metrics from InfluenceMap's in-depth analysis of climate lobbying by the
largest five technology companies. Both metrics (Organization Score and Engagement Intensity) refer
to the companies' direct policy engagement activities. The use of industry associations is covered
separately in the following chapter of this report.
With perhaps the exception of Microsoft, Big Tech companies do not appear to be strategically
engaged with climate change policy. The graph below contrasts InfluenceMap's assessment of the
five Tech companies to several strategically engaged companies covered by InfluenceMap's system.
ExxonMobil and Chevron represent oppositional forces on climate policy, while Unilever and
renewable-focused utility Iberdrola represent companies strategically engaged in favor of Parisaligned climate policy.
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■

All five companies achieve high Organization Scores in InfluenceMap’s system, thus appearing
towards the right of the plot above. Evidence shows a prevalence of positive, top-line
communications on climate, including support for net-zero targets, economy-wide action in line
with IPCC science, and the Paris Agreement. A potential disconnect between these statements
and the companies’ broader interests is evident for every company apart from Apple, as they
remain a member of groups like US Chamber of Commerce, although Apple is a member of
BusinessEurope (where Amazon is not) and the Japan Business Federation (where all five companies
are members).

■

The analysis found limited evidence of detailed regulatory lobbying on climate-related issues by
the Big Tech companies. Where InfluenceMap detected this activity, it generally related to
technical issues surrounding renewable power procurement, such as legislation in the European
Union that required member states to identify and remove regulatory and administrative barriers
to corporate power purchase agreements. In the same vein, the companies’ engagement with US
state-level utility commissions has focused on policy like green energy tariffs. Other types of
climate policy commonly overlooked by the companies include emissions trading and carbon
taxes, GHG emissions standards, and regulation to promote other low-carbon technologies or
phase down GHG emission-intensive activities.

■

Evidence of high-level supportive communications but limited detailed regulatory engagement is
reflected in the low Engagement Intensity (EI) scores for the Big Tech companies on the plot
above. With the highest EI of 29%, Microsoft offers several exceptions to this trend, including a
recent and growing interest in carbon tax and cap and trade policies since 2018.

■

Amazon (EI of 17%) appears increasingly vocal on the topic of transportation electrification, which
might be understood in the context of its pledge to electrify its vehicle fleet. Notably, however,
Amazon does not appear to have engaged with specific regulations related to transport
electrification. With an EI of 11% (and Organization Score of 73%), Facebook emerges as a laggard
within Big Tech.

■

A comparison can be made to other companies tracked by InfluenceMap’s system that can be
seen to engage strategically on climate policy. Unilever (EI of 39%), for example, was vocal on
various specific climate regulations and laws in 2020, including California’s vehicle emissions
standards, and Iberdrola (EI of 53%) has persistently pushed to increase EU ambition on the role
for renewables and electrification across the economy. On the opposing side, ExxonMobil (EI of
40%) and Chevron (EI of 33%) continue to utilize a range of messaging strategies to maintain
support for the role of fossil fuels in the energy mix.
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Big Tech’s Global Climate Lobbying in Context
InfluenceMap’s assessment has sought to capture evidence of Big Tech’s climate policy engagement
globally. The graphic below summarizes the tech companies’ climate policy engagement focus in
three major economic regions – the United States, the European Union and Japan 3. The IPCC’s
special report on Global Warming of 1.5°C in October 2018 stated the need for stringent and
integrated policy interventions across the global economy. Since then, however, successive ‘emissions
gap’ reports from the UN Environment Program have highlighted the lack of progress since the Paris
Agreement in this regard. InfluenceMap’s analysis points to oppositional and strategic lobbying as a
key factor behind the lack of policy progress illustrated below. This can be compared with Big Tech’s
positive but narrow climate policy engagement, largely focused on the issue of renewable power
procurement. The map shows the climate policy strands that have been active since 2017 in the
United States, Japan, and European Union. A check indicates where Big Tech has engaged with
climate policies in this category, while an X signifies a lack of engagement. All three regions have seen
active debates in each of these key categories, yet Big Tech has lobbied narrowly in support of top-line
climate action and renewable energy.

3

InfluenceMap’s platform currently does not cover China due to difficulties in the systematic collection of evidence on lobbying.
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Big Tech Climate Lobbying in the US
Climate Change as a Lobbying Priority
The US is a strategically important market for the five Big Tech companies. Greater availability of
corporate lobbying data following Lobby Act 1995 enables deeper analysis to understand the
companies’ climate lobbying strategies in the region. For example, to further understand Big Tech’s
prioritization of climate policy, InfluenceMap has analyzed the proportion of each company’s
registered lobbying activities focused on climate-related issues.
The methodology for this assessment, explained in detail in Appendix B, uses legislative lobbying
disclosures detailing each bill the company engaged at the US federal level. For comparison,
InfluenceMap analyzed five of the largest US oil and gas companies. (Of the largest publicly traded oil
and gas companies, InfluenceMap selected the five with the most robust federal lobbying reporting
data available: ExxonMobil, Chevron, BP, Royal Dutch Shell, and ConocoPhillips, referred to hereafter
as Big Oil).
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The results provide a useful metric for many of InfluenceMap’s primary content users, including the
investor community, which is increasingly interested in the prioritization of climate issues by
corporations. More broadly, the results reveal a crucial gap in climate influence in the US, where highly
active and strategic lobbying by the fossil fuel value chain is largely unopposed by Big Tech - even
though Big Tech represents a dramatically larger proportion of the US stock market. (As of December
2020, Information Technology forms 26.7% of the S&P 500, compared to 2.3% for the Energy sector
– which includes oil and gas companies and excludes renewable energy utilities).

■

The findings show that, across all five Big Tech companies, climate-related policy issues compose
an average of only 4% of their overall federal-level legislative lobbying in the US. This compares
to 38% of Big Oil's reported federal-level legislative lobbying.

■

At the federal level, Facebook (with only 6% of all lobbying activities relating to climate issues),
Microsoft (5%), and Amazon (5%) appeared to prioritize climate change in their lobbying slightly
more than Alphabet (3%) and Apple (2%), though such a statistically small difference may be
negligible. Big Tech's climate-related legislative engagement generally involves omnibus
appropriations acts that include climate and energy-related provisions, such as the annual
National Defense Authorization Act.

■

On the other hand, issues such as immigration reform appear to be a policy priority, with all Big
Tech companies reporting lobbying on the Fairness of High-Skilled Immigrants Act. Annual
defense authorizations and an array of policies dealing with cybersecurity issues make up a
significant remainder of Big Tech's federal legislative lobbying.

■

By contrast, a considerable amount of Big Oil lobbying centered issues of fossil fuel infrastructure
and emissions regulation. For example, the companies reported lobbying on bills such as the
PIPES Act of 2020, the Methane Waste Prevention Act, and the USE IT Act (associated with
carbon capture and storage development).

As an additional point of comparison (and considering the relative lack of climate legislation at the US
federal level since 2016), the same analysis was undertaken in California. The graph below contains
data only on the companies headquartered in that state: Apple, Facebook, and Alphabet for Big Tech,
and Chevron for Big Oil 4.

4

Such disclosures are not required in Washington. State, where Amazon and Microsoft are headquartered.
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■

In California, only 6% of Apple's legislative lobbying activity was linked to climate issues, followed
by Facebook (5%) and Alphabet (2%). By contrast, over half of Chevron’s reported legislative
lobbying activity in California was related to climate policy.

■

All Big Tech companies notably reported lobbying on California's Consumer Privacy Act of 2018.
Other issues lobbied in California included housing and planning policies (Facebook) and solid
waste management (Amazon). Meanwhile, Chevron reported lobbying on a range of highly
climate-related California policies, including a Low Carbon Fuel Standard and many bills dealing
with fossil fuel infrastructure.

US State-level Lobbying
Since 2016, climate legislation has been significantly less likely to emerge at the US Federal level,
whereas state governments have considered a wide range of climate policy laws and regulations. As
noted by the CERES Business for Innovative Climate and Energy Policy (BICEP) Network, which
counts 50 companies among its members, state-level climate policy since 2016 has been “more
important than ever.” Engagement on state-level climate legislation has been - and will remain - a
critical standard for climate policy leadership.
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For a closer look at Big Tech engagement at the state level, this analysis determined the states where
the five companies each host their main and regional headquarters and largest offices, including major
data centers. It found that Big Tech campuses are spread across 22 states. (The other 28 states, where
Big Tech lacks a significant presence, appear in grey in the image below - see Appendix A).
The trend of Big Tech’s narrow engagement with policy related to clean energy procurement
continues at the state level, where the companies appear to have engaged with utility commissions,
power companies, and other state regulatory bodies on measures such as green energy tariffs, utilityrun energy efficiency programs, or increasing renewable energy generation. These types of “grid rules"
are captured by the black stripes in the image below and are the most common form of engagement.
For example:

■

Apple submitted a comment in 2018 to the North Carolina Utilities Commission seeking to further
improve Duke Energy’s Green Source Rider program, which is aimed at helping large businesses
meet their sustainability goals through flexible renewable energy purchasing options.

■

In 2019, Amazon wrote to the Virginia State Corporation Commission with the aim of pressuring
the state’s largest utility to include more renewable energy technologies in its long-term plan.

Analysis suggests that Big Tech engagement was significantly less common with climate bills such as
renewable portfolio standards, clean transportation bills, and emissions targets. To make this
comparison, InfluenceMap isolated a list of important climate bills that have been proposed between
2017 and the end of 2020 5 in the same 22 states where the Big Tech companies have their largest
campuses. In total, Big Tech companies were found to engage in fewer than half of the 22 states,
with the majority of cases focused on gird-level rules. Of the 40 bills examined, only 5 saw
engagement from Big Tech.
The policies that saw no engagement from Big Tech span a range of climate policy strands: in
California, for example, InfluenceMap did not locate evidence of lobbying for SB 100 (clean energy by
2045) or the Advanced Clean Trucks Rule.

5
This research used InfluenceMap’s standard methodology, seeking publicly available evidence for Big Tech comments/engagement during the
legislative and regulatory stages of the state-level policymaking process, including through state-level consultation disclosure channels.
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■

InfluenceMap was unable to find evidence of Amazon engaging on any of the State-level policies.

■

Facebook engaged with only 2 of the 40 policies. The company signed a letter calling on the state
of Ohio to repeal HB 6, a contentious bill that provided financial assistance to several nuclear
power plants while revoking the state’s renewable portfolio standard.

■

Facebook, Apple, Microsoft, and Alphabet opposed Iowa’s Senate File 2311, a bill enacted in 2018
which challenges the state’s energy efficiency efforts by capping utility investments and
establishing a sweeping opt-out provision for efficiency programs. It was the only legislation with
which Apple and Alphabet engaged.

■

Microsoft makes up 3 of the 5 cases of lobbying, less than 15% of all bills, having engaged directly
with lawmakers in the state of Washington on Senate Bill 5116, a 100% clean energy bill, and SB
6203, a carbon tax proposal in 2018 which failed to pass. Microsoft also supported Virginia’s
Senate Bill 1027, which directed the state to join the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative.
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Big Tech and Industry Associations
Big Tech’s Indirect Influence
Overview of Results
Industry associations and federations around the world have a clear function to influence policy in the
interests of their corporate members. The most powerful lobbying groups in Washington, Brussels,
and Tokyo are instrumental in shaping climate and energy policy in their regions. The UN Guide for
Responsible Corporate Engagement in Climate Policy clearly outlines the important role they play.
InfluenceMap’s platform covers over 150 industry associations actively engaged on climate-related
policy, assessing their climate lobbying activities, as well as the links between them and the 300
corporate entities likewise assessed under the platform. This analysis provides a direct point of
comparison between what companies are communicating on climate policy (their Organization Score)
and the detailed lobbying activities of their industry associations (their Relationship Score).
In the table below, the disparity between Big Tech companies’ Organization Scores and Relationship
Scores represents a misalignment between the companies’ own climate lobbying positions and those
of their industry associations. Although the companies have memberships to certain groups with
progressive agendas on climate policy, such as Advanced Energy Economy (AEE) and the Renewable
Energy Buyers Alliance (REBA), they also retain memberships to powerful, cross-sector groups such as
the US Chamber of Commerce (US Chamber) or the Japan Business Federation that tend to take
highly oppositional positions on climate change policy. This dynamic is reflected in the Relationship
Scores provided below.

Company
Performance Band

(Combines Orga niza tion
& Rela tionship Scores)

Apple
B

Microsoft
B-

Organization
Score

Relationship
Score

87%

63%

88%

54%
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Examples of Industry Group Links

10 groups
High-scoring groups include: AEE, REBA
Cross-sector groups include: Business Roundtable,
BusinessEurope, Japan Business Federation
14 groups
High-scoring groups include: AEE, REBA
Cross-sector groups include: NAM, Business
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Roundtable, US Chamber, BusinessEurope, Japan
Business Federation

Alphabet
B-

Amazon
C+

Facebook
C

83%

76%

73%

63%

9 groups
High-scoring groups include: AEE, REBA
Cross-sector groups include: US Chamber,
BusinessEurope, Japan Business Federation

59%

9 groups
High-scoring groups include: AEE, REBA
Cross-sector groups include: Business Roundtable, US
Chamber, Japan Business Federation

59%

9 groups
High-scoring groups include: AEE, REBA
Cross-sector groups include: US Chamber,
BusinessEurope, Japan Business Federation

The industry groups Big Tech are members of are plotted in the diagram below. Clean energy-focused
advocacy group AEE (EI of 40%) engages positively on all forms of climate policy, including many of
the state-level climate policies where the tech companies are absent, with roughly the same intensity
as the US Chamber (EI of 42%). The National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) and the US Chamber
appear on the far left with highly oppositional positions and significantly more strategic engagement
than Business Roundtable, which issued an improved climate position statement in 2020 but which
remains on the cusp of active climate lobbying.
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It should be noted that the scores depicted in the quadrant charts above do not account for the
absolute level of influence the industry groups have, only their climate stances and intensity of
lobbying. Clearly the US Chamber and the NAM, with their vast resources and claims of
representation of large portions of the US economy are likely to wield significantly more influence
over policy than specialist groups like AEE and the renewable energy industry groups. This imbalance
is a key factor in explaining the lack of meaningful US climate policy in place to date.

■

All five companies are members of TechNet, a trade association lobbying on behalf of technology
companies. InfluenceMap analysis finds that TechNet lobbies almost exclusively on policies that
expand clean energy markets. With an engagement intensity of only 13%, however, it does not
appear to be fully deploying the economic clout of its members toward active climate policy
engagement.

■

Another industry association representing all five tech companies, the Information Technology
Industry Council (ITI), also appears to have generally avoided detailed engagement with climaterelated policy. Its limited engagement is concentrated on energy efficiency policy, with efforts
largely opposing increased regulatory stringency in areas relevant to the tech sector. This is despite
the organization’s highly supportive communications on the Paris Agreement.

■

In addition, in 2019, Amazon, Facebook, and Alphabet formed the Renewable Energy Buyers
Alliance (REBA), formerly an NGO effort which has since registered as a Trade Association (501c6).
REBA’s policy engagement centers on clean energy procurement for corporations. InfluenceMap
analysis finds a very low level of lobbying by REBA, which focuses on high-level communications.

■

Alphabet appears to be behind a move by the American Wind Energy Association to form a new
industry association, the American Clean Power Association, which unites a broad range of
companies with a stake in the renewable energy sector. The new group’s mission is to “champion
policies that will transform the U.S. power grid to a low-cost, reliable and renewable power
system.” As the American Clean Power Association ramps up its lobbying activities in 2021, it may
offer a clearer challenge to negative groups representing fossil fuels, such as the American
Petroleum Institute.

■

Alphabet (via Google) and Microsoft are members of Eurelectric, a group assessed by InfluenceMap
to be actively lobbying on energy and climate change policy in the EU with increasingly positive
positions on various regulatory strands in recent years.

■

Apple, Amazon Japan, and Alphabet (via Google Japan) are executive members of Japan Climate
Leaders' Partnership (JCLP). JCLP has demonstrated support for a net zero by 2050 emissions
target in Japan, with underlying targets and timeframes for decarbonizing Japanese industry, as
well as a national carbon tax.
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■

Many of the Big Tech companies remain members of powerful cross-sector industry associations
such as the US Chamber of Commerce, Japan Business Federation, and BusinessEurope. Further
analysis of these groups and the companies’ participation within them is available below.

Cross Sector Industry Associations
InfluenceMap’s 2019 Industry Association Carbon Policy Footprint assessed the relative impact of
different groups on the global climate agenda. This analysis combined an assessment of the
positioning and intensity of each group’s climate lobbying activities with further analysis of the relative
power of the group in its region and, lastly, the importance of the region in the global climate context.
In a list of 30 groups, the analysis ranked the US Chamber of Commerce, Japan Business Federation,
and BusinessEurope as the 2nd, 7th, and 12th most influential groups on climate globally.
The issue of misalignment of key companies in non-fossil fuel sectors and their powerful industry
associations is of increasing concern to investor coalitions including CA100+. The highly negative
climate positions adopted by powerful cross-sector industry groups which claim to represent all
sectors of the economy indicate that there is strong misalignment between them and their members
which are positive on climate action.

■

The US Chamber of Commerce (representing all five companies except Apple) states that
members "count on the Chamber to be their voice in Washington, D.C." and claims to be the
"world’s largest business organization representing the interests of more than 3 million businesses
of all sizes, sectors, and regions."

■

BusinessEurope (representing all except Amazon) states that it is the "leading advocate for growth
and competitiveness at European level" and that its mission is to "work on behalf of [their]
member federations to ensure that the voice of business is heard in European policy-making."

■

The Japan Business Federation (representing all) states that it “establishes consensus in the
business community on a variety of important domestic and international issues for their steady
and prompt resolution.”

Potential misalignment raises questions regarding the decision-making process of these industry
groups when arriving at a policy position. InfluenceMap's research shows that the cross-sector groups
are generally not publicly transparent about this decision-making process. To date, none of the five
Big Tech companies have published a full alignment assessment of their industry association
relationships.
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■

While Apple revoked its membership to the US Chamber of Commerce in 2009, Microsoft,
Alphabet, Facebook, and Amazon remain members of the group. Despite the Chamber’s 2019
position statement shifting to a nominally more positive stance on climate, InfluenceMap’s
assessment finds a history of consistent opposition to multiple forms of climate policy, from
opposing emissions reductions targets to leading legal action in support of fossil fuel
infrastructure.

■

The Japan Business Federation and BusinessEurope appear to demonstrate similar patterns of
climate policy opposition in their respective jurisdictions. The Japan Business Federation has
lobbied negatively on most strands of climate change regulation in Japan, including weaker
national emissions reduction targets and emissions trading/carbon tax schemes.

■

Despite top-line support for net-zero emissions by mid-century, evidence suggests
BusinessEurope has lobbied against specific policy measures included under the EU's Green Deal.

The relative positions of the positively lobbying corporations (climate policy leaders - upper right), the
negatively lobbying corporations and cross sector industry groups, (climate policy laggards - upper
left) and Big Tech are summarized in the chart below.
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Appendix A: Scoring Results
The following table lists InfluenceMap’s core metrics for each of the five Big Tech companies. The
glossary on page 3 defines the terms below. Taken together, these metrics capture the full picture of
Big Tech’s climate policy engagement, including direct (Organization Score) and indirect (Relationship
Score) influence. Further details and all evidence logged for each company are available in the public
profile linked to each company.
Company
Performance Band

Organization Score

Relationship Score

Engagement Intensity
(EI)

Apple
B

87%

63%

22%

Microsoft
B-

88%

54%

29%

Alphabet
B-

83%

63%

21%

Amazon
C+

76%

59%

17%

Facebook
C

73%

59%

11%

(Combines Orga niza tion &
Rela tionship Scores)

The scores of two strategically engaged, large corporations - Unilever with positive strategic engagement
and Chevron with negative strategic engagement - are provided for contrast with Big Tech scores above.
Unilever
B+

88%

52%

39%

Chevron
E

29%

35%

33%
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Appendix B: Climate Relevance
Calculating the Total Climate Relevance Score
Federal-level disclosures aggregated by OpenSecrets and lobbying disclosures available in state
lobbying registers provide a list of all the legislative bills a company has engaged on over a certain
period. Using these disclosures, InfluenceMap analyzed the bills each company engaged with from Q1
2019 to Q2 2020 to assess the proportion associated with climate-relevant issues. This analysis
focuses on lobbying at the US federal level and in California, where Apple, Facebook, and Alphabet are
headquartered. Comparable data for Washington State, where Microsoft and Amazon are
headquartered, was not available. 6
The ‘climate relevance’ of each bill lobbied on by the companies was assessed based on the following
two factors.

■

Policy Relevance: The extent to which the bill covers climate-relevant policy issues.

■

Proportion: The share of overall bill the climate-relevant component makes up (provided that
some bills can be very long and cover various, separate policy issues)

Each bill was assessed out of 10 for both factors, based on the scoring guidelines set out below. The
overall Climate Relevance of a bill was determined by multiplying its Policy Relevance by its
Proportion Weighting and expressed as a %. Finally, the proportion of each company’s legislative
lobbying focused on climate over the course of a year was calculated by taking the average Climate
Relevance across all the bills that it lobbied on.
1.

Policy Relevance
Score

Criteria

0

No relevance to climate policy

2

Has very indirect implications for climate policy (e.g. campaign finance reform); comments
might mention climate, but bill is not motivated by climate change

5

Has indirect implications for climate change (e.g. conservation, urban greening), but does
not inform InfluenceMap queries

7

Clearly related to climate change (e.g. climate finance or climate change adaptation), but
is not fully aligned with any InfluenceMap queries

8

Energy mix policy (e.g. electric vehicle infrastructure) but not explicitly a climate regulation
(e.g. GHG targets)

10

6

Falls squarely within one (or more) of InfluenceMap’s climate policy queries

Adequate data for oil majors was only found at the federal level, except for Chevron (headquartered in California).
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2. Proportion Weighting
Score

Criteria

0

0% of bill components* are related to climate**

2.5

~25% of bill components are related to climate

5

~50% of bill components are related to climate

7.5

~75% of bill components are related to climate

10

~100% related to climate

* U.S. bills can be very long. If a bill has 5 main components – but only 1 is regarding campaign finance – then the
bill scores a 2 for policy relevance, and a 2.5 for proportion weighting. If it has only one main component – e.g.
conservation – then it scores a 5 for policy relevance, and a 10 for proportion weighting.
** Scoring 2 or above in climate policy relevance

Results
US Federal Legislation

Company

Number of lobbying accounts scored

Average Total Climate Relevance

Amazon

223

5%

Apple

15

2%

Microsoft

200

5%

Alphabet

106

3%

Facebook

126

6%

Chevron

138

44%

ExxonMobil

207

46%

BP

89

35%

Royal Dutch Shell

51

34%

ConocoPhillips

18

30%
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California Legislation

Company

Number of lobbying accounts scored

Average Total Climate Relevance

Amazon

56

8%

Apple

70

6%

Microsoft

35

0%

Alphabet

97

2%

Facebook

82

5%

Chevron

131

51%
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Appendix C: State-level Policies
The table below compiles information found in corporate reports from the five companies. It was
used to determine the states where the companies have a large presence and thus may be more likely
to influence climate policies. Recent bills in these states were then examined to determine the final
list of policies that were examined for evidence of engagement by the five tech companies. This
research incorporated state-level disclosure sources to search for comments submitted by the
companies during the legislative and regulatory stages of the consultation process.

Big Tech Campuses in US States:
Company
Apple

Amazon

Facebook

Locations of Headquarters, Regional Headquarters, & Data Centers
Arizona

Iowa

Nevada

North Carolina

Oregon

California

New York

Oregon

Virginia

Alabama

Georgia

Illinois

Iowa

Nebraska

New Mexico

North Carolina

Ohio

Oregon

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

Alabama

Colorado

Georgia

Iowa

Nebraska

Nevada

New York

North Carolina

Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon

South Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Virginia

Arizona

California

Illinois

Iowa

Texas

Virginia

Washington

Wyoming

Ohio

Virginia

Alphabet

Microsoft
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US State-level Climate Bills
Ohio
HB 6 (2019, passed) - nuclear and coal plant bailout; drastically weakens energy efficiency standards and renewable
portfolio standards
Tennessee:
HB 2593/SB 2410 (ongoing) - imposes a carbon tax
HB 1838/SB 1934 (2020, passed) - prevents municipal natural gas bans
Oklahoma:
HB 2298 (2017, passed) - discontinues zero-emissions energy tax credit
HB 3619 (2020, passed) - prevents municipal natural gas bans
Alabama:
Act 2019-2 (2019, passed) - raises gasoline and diesel tax; imposes fees on electric and hybrid vehicles
Georgia:
Senate Resolution 88 (ongoing) - opposes offshore oil drilling activity and seismic testing
South Carolina:
H 3659 (2019, passed) - supports renewable energy technologies and growth
Arizona:
HB 2686 (2020, passed) - outlaws municipal natural gas bans
Iowa:
SF 2311 (2018, passed) - weakens energy efficiency program; promotes natural gas
SF 583 (2020, passed) - allows utilities to charge extra fees for solar panels
Texas:
HB 2908/SB 2232 (2019, not passed) - challenging wind and solar power subsidies
HB 3745 (2019, passed) - allocates revenues to Texas Emissions Reduction Plan (TERP) programs
California:
SB 100 (2018, passed) - 100% clean, carbon-free energy by 2045
Title 24 (ongoing) - building energy efficiency standards
Advanced Clean Trucks Rule (2020, passed) - requires increase in zero-emission medium-and heavy-duty vehicles
Colorado:
HB 1261 (2019, passed) - sets statewide GHG emissions targets
HB 1260 (2019, passed) - requires local adoptions of international energy conservation codes
Regulation 20 (2018, passed) - creates Low Emission Vehicle (LEV) standards
Illinois:
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SB 2132/HB 3624 (ongoing) - expands energy efficiency and vehicle electrification programs; establishes clean energy
targets
Nevada:
SB 254 (2019, passed) - sets statewide GHG emissions reduction goals; establishes GHG emissions inventory project
SB 358 (2019, passed) - raises state Renewable Portfolio Standard
SB 300 (2019, passed) - enables alternative ratemaking plans
AB 54 (2019, passed) - strengthens energy efficiency standard
New Mexico:
SB 489 (2019, passed) - raises Renewable Portfolio Standards and sets carbon-free energy goals
HB 291/SB 136 (2019, passed) - strengthens energy efficiency provisions for utilities
New York:
S 6599/A 8429 (2019, passed) - sets economy-wide net zero emissions target; codifies clean energy and efficiency
initiatives
A 3565/S 5526 (2019, not passed) - one hundred percent renewable energy by 2030
North Carolina:
Executive Order 80 (2018, issued) - set statewide emissions reduction, zero-emission vehicle, and energy efficiency
goals
Oregon:
SB 1530 (2020, not passed) - establishes emissions cap-and-trade program
SB 1574 (2020, not passed) - modifies GHG emissions reduction goals and establishes related provisions
Virginia:
HB 1526/SB 851 (2020, passed) - sets renewable portfolio standard and energy efficiency standards; expands clean
energy provisions
HB 981/SB 1027 (2020, passed) - entered Virginia into the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI)
Washington:
HB 1257 (2019, passed) - enables creation of new building energy standards
SB 5116 (2019, passed) - sets one hundred percent clean electricity target
SB 6203 (2018, not passed) - imposes carbon tax
Nebraska:
LB 405 (2019, passed) - strengthens state’s building energy code
LB 373 (2019, indefinitely postponed) - adds barriers to wind energy development
Wyoming:
HB 200 (2020, passed) - incentivizes carbon capture projects in coal plants
Utah:
HB 194 (2020, not passed) - strengthens clean energy requirements ; updates renewable energy certificate provisions
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